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People who date interracially are often called traitors to their own kind. Self-haters. Sellouts.

Loan Officer Tammy McDonald has just come out of another failed relationship with a wannabe thug. To
break this destructive pattern, she leaves her home city of Dallas for San Diego. As she settles in rainbow
California, fantasies of meeting an ebony prince fade, so she eyes Dale Bristol as a potential ivory
replacement.

Terrell Jackson is San Diego's only black optometrist. Women regularly drop in for more than just eye
exams, but he stays true to his girl Tasha until a wet dream unleashes a ridiculous outburst. Fed up with her
jealous fits, he denounces the common "dedramanators" in his life-black women.

Even though Penelope Miller was raised in the South by a racist father once affiliated with the KKK, she
can't ignore her attraction to black men. But she never expected to fall in love with one...nor did she expect
her "interracial felony" to threaten their lives.

SELLOUT follows these three individuals and the consequences of dating outside their race. In the quest to
find what they think is missing in their lives, they encounter guilt, fear and mess they never
anticipated...including murder.
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From reader reviews:

Billy Shaner:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite guide and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your condition; you can add your
knowledge by the book entitled Sellout. Try to stumble through book Sellout as your pal. It means that it can
being your friend when you truly feel alone and beside regarding course make you smarter than ever before.
Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you considerably more confidence because you can
know anything by the book. So , let us make new experience and knowledge with this book.

Farah McCune:

Now a day those who Living in the era where everything reachable by match the internet and the resources
inside it can be true or not involve people to be aware of each data they get. How a lot more to be smart in
acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Looking at a book can
help individuals out of this uncertainty Information mainly this Sellout book as this book offers you rich
details and knowledge. Of course the information in this book hundred pct guarantees there is no doubt in it
as you know.

Amanda Bernard:

The book untitled Sellout contain a lot of information on that. The writer explains your ex idea with easy
approach. The language is very clear to see all the people, so do not really worry, you can easy to read the
item. The book was published by famous author. The author brings you in the new time of literary works. It
is possible to read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or gadget, so you can read the book
in anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can wide open their official web-site and also
order it. Have a nice examine.

Donald Vermillion:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information
from a book. Book is created or printed or highlighted from each source that will filled update of news. In
this modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for a person. From media social
like newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You can add your
knowledge by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just searching for the
Sellout when you essential it?
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